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The instant invention relates to covering units 
such as individual or strip shingles of the type 
severed from a continuous felted sheet or web im 
pregnated and coated with a material such as 
asphalt, and surfaced with a granular material 
such as crushed slate, conventionally referred to 
as "asphalt shingles.” The invention is particu 
larly concerned with, and has for its primary ob 

‘ ject, the production of improved shingles of the 
“thick butt” type in which the portion of the 
shingle which is to be exposed to the weather is 
of substantially greater thickness than the upper 
portion which is overlaid by the higher shingle 
course. - 

Heretofore it has been conventional to prepare 
thick butt shingles by ?rst applying a layer of 
asphalt and a surfacing of grit to cover the en 
tire area of a continuous web from which the 
shingles are cut and then applying lanes of coat 
ing and comminuted mineral surfacing material 
to overlie those areas of the web which are to con 
stitute the butt or exposure portions of the 
shingles. Such shingles have been preferred over 
other types due to the increased weight and dura 
bility of the butt portion and the more pleasing 
appearance presented. However, although they 
have enjoyed wide commercial usage, serious dif 
?culties have been encountered in their manu 
facture due to the double coating and surfacing 
operations necessary. Furthermore, the abrupt 
termination of the overlay coating and surfacing 
forms a distinct line of demarkation which pro 
vides, in effect, a hinge connection between the 
exposure and headlap areas, reducing the re 
sistance of the shingles to lifting under the ac 
tion of high winds and the like. The abrupt line 
of demarkation furthermore accentuates the two 
level characteristic of the shingle which has no 
counterpart in other types. * 
An important object of the instant invention 

is the provision of an improved shingle of the as, 
phalt type which will have a thick butt appear 
ance but in which no sharp line of demarkation 
will occur between the butt, and the headlap 
areas, the thicker butt portion tapering into the 
headlap portion. 
Another object of the invention is the provi 

sion of an improved method of manufacturing a 
shingle of the above type in which the coating is 
applied in a single operation with consequent 
economy and facility of production. 
Another object of the invention is the provision 

of an improved method involving relatively sim 
ple operations which produce a superior product 
to the procedures heretofore employed. 
My invention will be more fully understood 
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2 
and further objects and advantages thereof will 
become apparent when reference is made to the 
more detailed description thereof which is to fol~ 
low and to the accompanying drawings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a strip shingle 
constructed in accordance with the preferred em 
bodiment of the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view on an enlarged scale 
taken on the line 2—2 of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic elevational view of 
an apparatus in accordance with the invention 
and for carrying out the method thereof; 

Fig. 4 is a top plan view of the apparatus of 
Fig. 3 with the upper roll removed for clearness 
of illustration; - 

Fig. 5 is a top plan view on an enlarged scale of 
a front scraper element of the apparatus of Figs. 
3 and 4; 

Fig. 6 is an end elevational view of the element 
of Fig. 5; 

Fig. 7 is a top plan view of a back scraper ele 
ment of the apparatus of Figs. 3 and 4; 

Fig. 8 is an end elevational view of the element 
of Fig. 7; ’ 

Fig. 9 is a sectional view on an enlarged scale 
taken on the line 9—9 of Fig. 3 illustrating the 
apparatus of Figs. 3 and 4 in operation; 

Fig. 10 is a plan view of a coated and surfaced 
web depicting the manner in which roo?ng ele 
ments are cut therefrom; , ’ 

Fig. 11 is an end view of the web of Fig. 10; 
Fig. 12 is a view similar to Fig. 3 illustrating a 

modi?ed apparatus and method of the instant 
invention; ' 

Fig. 13 is a side elevational view on an enlarged 
scale showing an element of the apparatus of 
Fig. 12; 

Fig. 14 is an end elevational view of the device 
of Fig. 13, and 

Fig. 15 is a sectional view on an enlarged scale 
taken on the line l5—l5 of Fig. 12 illustrating the 
operation of the modi?ed form of apparatus. 
Referring now to the drawings and, more par 

ticularly, to Figs. 1 and 2, there is shown a cover 
ing unit It), depicted for purposes of illustration 
as a strip shingle having a plurality of shingle 
simulating exposure tabs [2 de?ned by slots 14, 
and a headlap area 16 to be overlapped by a shin 
gle of the next higher course when the shingle is 
laid. It will be understood, however, that the in 
vention may equally well be embodied in an indi 
vidual shingle, a shingle with hexagonal tabs, or 
any other conventional shingle shape. 
The shingle comprises a base l8 which, in ac 

cordance with conventional practice, may be an 
asbestos felt, rag felt, or the like, impregnated 



3 
with any of the known waterproo?ng materials 
for this purposesuch, for example, as a relatively 
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low melt point asphalt, say one having a melt ' 
point of the order of 140° F. The upper surface ._ 

» of the base carries a coating 20 of a relatively ‘ 
high melt point asphalt, or other waterproo?ng‘ , 
material conventionally used for coating pur 
poses in the roo?ng‘ arts. ‘ Coating layer 20 is of _ ' 
substantially uniform thickness over themajor 
portion of the shingle which is to be ‘exposed and 
which is conventionally referred'to as the “butt” 
area and is likewise of a substantiallyuniform 

. but lesser thickness ,over the major part of that 
area of the shingle referred to conventionally as 
the “headlap” area. Adjacent the line-of junc‘-_‘ 
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ture of the headlap and butt areas "the coating‘ ' 
tapers, as indicated at 22, whereby‘. abrupt change 
from the relatively thick coating of the butt area 
to the thin coating of the headlap areais' elimi 
nated, and the ‘shingle assumes. the visual ap 

4 
upper surface of jthé shingles.v ‘will be ‘later 
,more clearly understood. This may be made any 
suitable value, for example 1A3”. The, construc 
tion illustrated is to‘be utilizedwith a web from 
‘which three ‘lanes of strip shingles may-be sev 
ered, the shingles extending lengthwise of "the 
web (see Figs. 10 wand 11). It will be understood 
that themachine may equally welljbe'arranged 
for the production of a fewer ori'greater number 
of shingle lanes. , . ,_ - r \ - 

Substantially I triangular ‘_ shaped dividers S4 
constituting relatively thinplates are secured 
preferablyyby welding to the upper ?ange of the 
‘angle member. _~The forward ends 560i the 
angle members are curved to ‘conform to the 

5 curvature offroll 32 and, when the scraper blade 
3 .is in operative position, 'are'in substantial con 

20 
pearance' of having a-substantially uniform taper ‘ 
from butt to head. ‘Embedded in the coating 20 
is a surfacing layer of ‘a granular, material 24 
such as scrap, crushed slate, mastic sandor other 
comminuted ‘mineral conventionally used for this 
purpose: The granular layer may be uniform‘ 
throughout or may vary as to sizeand/or color in. 
the headlap and butt areas, as desired. , 
In a preferred form of the shingle, the‘under 

surface of the felt base is coated with a layer 26 
of material similar to that employed for layer 
Ill. Coating layer 26 is preferably relatively thick 
under the butt area and relatively thin under the 
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headlap area whereby the butt thickness is fur- ~ 
ther enhanced. A thin layer of mica particles, 
talc particles or other conventional anti-stick 
material is preferably embedded in layer'26. 

Referring now_ particularly to Figs. 3-9 inclu 
sive, the manufacture of the shingle in accord 
ance with the‘ method and by means of the ap-_ 
paratus of the instant invention ‘will be de 
scribed. The apparatus includes a coating tank 
23 which contains, at a suitable level as indicated, 
a supply of a relatively high melt point asphalt, 
say an asphalt having agmelt point of the order 
of 220° F., or other conventional coating mate 
rial maintained in a suitable highly ?uent con-' 
dition by any of the usual ‘means for this pur- ' 

' pose such, for example-as a steam coil 30 con‘- ' 
nected to :a'sou'rce'of steam supply. Carried by, 
'the frame structure, and imposition to dip into ' 
the coating material in the-tank, is a coating roll 
32 adapted to be rotated as'by drive 34 from any _ 
suitable powersource. Above roll 32 is a'scraper 
36, similarly supported from the frame structure 

‘Scraper 36 preferably comprises the‘ convene‘ 

or driven at a much slower speed than roll .32. 
A dip roll 38‘ is mounted in suitable hearings on I 

' arms 31} for free‘rotation within the tank.v The 
arms are pivoted at 39 to. the tank walls for con 
venient raising or lowering of the dip roll to 
facilitate threading the web through the ma 
chine. - . _ - 

Located between dip roll 38 and coating roll 
"is a scraper member, indicated generally at '40 

member 42 welded or otherwise secured to a car 
rying rod 44 adjustably supported from_.frame 
members 45 as .by‘arms 48. The forward Iedge 

' of the upper ?ange ‘of angle member 42 adjacent ; 

roll 32 ‘is machinedtode?ne projectingse'ctions, ill andrecessed. sections 52. vThedepth of the I» " 

- recessed .sections'determines the‘ di?erenceyin. ff 
- depth of- the 'Theadlap and butt coatings on ‘the: vas 
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'tact with'the roll, as; shown 3;.‘ The upper 
edges 58jo'f' the dividers'lie‘in a, plane substan 
tially tangent .to roll 32 and, intersecting the cor 
ner of the angle member. ' ‘ l ' 

A back scraper 60 is employed to controlthe 
thickness of the coating on the under {ace of the 
web. ‘Back scraper 60 comprises an angle. bar 62 
supported by rod ‘B4'to which-fit‘T-issecured' by 
welding or the like, the'rod 64, in turn bein‘g'car 
ried by lever 65, pivotedat 68 toth'e frame struc 
ture whereby scraper “may be moved upwardly 
and downwardly byv handle member {10. The 
scraper may besecured in any adjusted position 
by means of plate 'IYZ'carrying an'arcuate slot 14 
through which a thumb screw 16 is inserted and 
threaded‘ into the handle member. ' Angle mem 
ber 62 '(see' particularly ‘land- 8) is ma 
chined to provide at itsapex projecting sections 
63 and recessed sections" 65. ' The depth of the re 
cessed sections ispreferably somewhat less than 
in the case of scrapermemberlmsay 1%", and 
the projecting and recessed sections are comple 
mentally arranged ?inthe two‘ scraper bars. That 

jis, projecting'secti'ons 63 in bar 52 are opposite 
recessed sections 152; in bar 42.;- . . ‘ 
Located beyond thej'cojaating rolls and scrapers 

‘ - is a hopper-?yshowndiagrammatically only, for 

45] a supply of a suitable comminutedmineral mate 
rial to be employedto surfacethe'web, A second 

' hopper Wis locatedbetweenfembedding rolls 82 

50 

and 84 to deposit talcj.-:mic'a"orothersuitable anti~ 
‘stick materialjj'onfthe reverse side of the web. 
'TIn, the operation of ' the appartus described 

, above and in the methodfofthe instant ‘invention, 
I an impregnated web W-‘of, feltior'the like, as con 
ventionally used in “asphaltiroo?ng” is led from 

' .ajsuitable supply thereo?or from the saturating 
equipment beneath dip-roll 38 and between roll‘ 

, U32 'and'scraper 33'. "The web. is preferably of a 
tional upper coating roll, either held stationary ' width-to accommodate '1 ayplurality ‘of lanes of 

, shingles withtheirtrans'verse dimensions, i. e.. 
. ‘their dimension from butt edge toupper edge, 
.extending"transverselypf the web. In the em 
bodiment‘ shown the web is, 'say,‘36"'_ in width for 
three lanes of shingles." vThe web is led around 
embedding ‘rolls ' 82 and ,84 ‘and .to suitable. devices 
for cuttingjit into individual'vshingles.orstrip' \ 

_ shingles, as the case may be‘Qand'for performing 
other ?nishing‘- operations-.1! The web may. be 

(see Figs. v3, 4, 5. and 6), comprising an anglev f drawn‘ through the apparatuslby' embedding rolls 
82 and 84 or by'other suitable .drawing'rolls (notv 

'j'shownhl‘ . s - ~ - > . 

70; » craper 40 

. web .betweerizdip . roll ‘38-. and coating roll '32 
‘- is? drawn vsharply" across-the" cement the scraper I ' 

and*'travels‘_ therefrom to the 188-11 ibetweeni the 

adjusted its - support - to “have i 

sections: 53 ofxits scraping-edge and'theforward ' 
_, edges 56‘of dividers 54 resting‘ against the roll. - 
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rolls with its underside in sliding contact with 
the upper edges of dividers 54. Scraper 36 is ad 
justed to de?ne a gap or bight between it and the 
web of a maximum width to provide the desired 
maximum thickness of coating on the upper sur 
face of the web. Scraper 60 is raised to such 
an extent that the web is drawn sharply across 
the apex of the angle member in its travel from 
coating roll 32 to imbedding roll 82. 
Coating material of a suitable type, such as a 

high melt point asphalt of the character pre 
viously referred to, is maintained in a molten or 
?uent condition within tank 28 at a su?icient 
depth to entirely submerge dip roll 38 and to par 
tially submerge coating roll 32. As web W leaves 
the coating tank in its travel between dip roll 
33 and coating roll 32 it carries with it relatively 
thick layers of the coating material on its oppo 
site surfaces. Due ot the drawing of the web over 
the corner of scraper member 40 the coating is 
substantially removed from the lower surface of 
the web, leaving a. relatively thin layer. Coating 
roll 32, which is rotated to have a peripheral speed 
substantially equal to the rate of travel of the 
web, picks up a layer of coating as it moves 
through the coating tank and, upon continued 
rotation, carries this layer into contact with the 
scraping edge of scraper 40. Projecting sections 
50 remove substantially all or the greater por 
tion of the coating from the circumferential areas 
of the roll and the recessed sections level it off 
to a uniform given thickness in the remaining 
circumferential areas, with the result that the 
coating roll, as it approaches contact with the 
web. carries circumferential relatively thick and 
very thin coating lanes. The coating lanes are 
maintained against substantial distortion as they 
approach the underside of the web by dividers 54. 

Referring now particulary to Fig. 9, as the web 
the bight between roll 32 and scraper 36 it sags 
or is pressed into the recesses defined by the thin 
lanes of coating, the coating ?owing to a sum- 
cient extent to eliminate sharp lines of demarka 
tion between the recessed and elevated coating 
lanes, to assume substantially the con?guration 
shown in Fig. 9. In other words the web is later 
ally distorted into relatively depressed and ele 
vated areas or lanes. The coating layer on the 
upper surface of the web is leveled oil by scraper 
roll 36 whereby, relatively to the surface ofrthe 
web, it is of substantially greater depth over those 
areas opposite the thin coating lanes and of lesser 
depth opposite the thick lanes on roll 32, the 
areas of greater depth tapering into the areas of 
lesser depth. ‘ 

As the web leaves the bight between roll 32 and 
scraper 36 the coating on the roll is transferred 
to the under surface of the web. The web then 
passes over scraper 60 which divides the under‘ 
coating into relatively thick and thin lanes. As 
will be understood, due to the fact that the pro 
jecting and recessed sections on scraper 60 are 
complementary to those on scraper 40, ‘the thick 
lanes of coating on the rear of the web will be 
opposite the areas of thicker coating on the upper 
surface of the web. The web then passes beneath 
hopper 18 where surfacing material of suitable 
type is showered onto the coating. The hopper, 
if desired, may be of a divided type to supply 
granules of one type or color to the coating lanes 
which are to constitute the butts of the shingles, 
and of another type to the headlap lanes. The 
web passes around embedding roll 82 where the 
granules are partially embedded in the asphalt 
coating. It then travels beneath hopper 80 where 
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talc, mica or other anti-stick material is applied 
to the under coating, and ?nally around roll 84 
where this material is partially embedded. The 
web is divided into covering elements in such 
manner that the exposure areas are cut from the 
thicker lanes and the headlap areas from the 
thinner lanes (see Figs.'9 and 10), any suitable 
equipment being employed for this purpose. 
As will be appreciated, the web is somewhat dis 

torted during its travel between roll 32 and scrap 
er 36, this being shown in exaggerated form in 
Fig. 9. However, it will be straightened out to a 
su?lcient extent as it passes through the various 
conventional elements of the roo?ng machine so 
that the shingles severed therefrom will .have a 
cross-section substantially as shown in Fig. 2. 
Referring now to Figs. 12 to 15 inclusive, a 

modi?ed form of the apparatus is disclosed. 
This includes conventional operating parts such 
as tank 28,- and dip roll 38 as shown in Fig. 3. 
A lower coating roll, indicated in this embodi 
ment at 86, is held against rotation and carries 
a saddle type scraper member 88 (see particularly 
Figs. 13 and 14), having projecting sections 30 
and recessed sections 92, corresponding respec 
tively to the areas of the web to constitute the 
headlap and butt areas of the shingles. Between 
dip roll 38 and coating roll 96 is a scraper 94, 
preferably a stationary roll. Upper coating roll 
96 serves as a scraper and may be driven at a 
relatively slow speed or may be stationary, sim 
ilarly as roll 36 in the previous embodiment. 
When the machine is in operation web W is 

supplied with layers of the coating on both faces 
as it issues from the coating bath in tank 28, 
the coating layer on the under face being scraped 
to a minimum thickness as the web passes around 
scraper 94. As the web passes between rolls or 
members 86 and 96, the web sinks or is depressed 
into the recessed sections of member 88. At the 
same time the coating on the upper surface of 
the web is leveled off by member 96 (see Fig. 15) 
whereby the web is provided on its upper face 
with thick and thin coating lanes tapering into 
one another at their juncture. The latter is 
due to the fact that the web is drawn across the 
shoulders between the recessed and projecting 
sections of member 88 and does not strictly con 
formwith the pro?le'of member 88. The web 
then passes to the surfacing and other stations 
as before. I 

The apparatus and method described above, 
particularly in accordance with the preferred 
embodiment of the invention, provides for the 
economical production of shingles of the thick 
butt type. Multiple coating operations are elimi 
nated and problems of control greatly simpli?ed. 
At the same time a shingle or other covering 
unit is produced which meets commercial re 
quirements, both in respect to appearance and 
durability. The greater coating thicknesses re 
quired to build up the butt thickness are properly 
disposed and no sharp line of demarkation can 
be observed between the thinner and thicker 
portions. 
Having thus described my invention in rather 

full detail it will be understood that these de 
tails need not be strictly adhered to but that 
various changes and modi?cations will suggest 
themselves to one skilled in the art all falling 
within the scope of the invention as defined by 
the subjoined claims. 
What I claim is: 
1. A method of making covering units such 

as shingles comprising applying a layer of an 
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asphaltic coating material to a surface of a web, 
v laterally distorting'said web into relatively de 
pressed andelevated areas and leveling the coat 
ing on said distorted web whereby said coating 
will be of lesser thickness on the elevated area 
and a greater thickness on the depresed area of 
said web, and severing covering units from said 
web. » 

2. A method of ‘making covering units com 
prising applying a layer of an asphaltic coating 
material to a, surface of a web, laterally distort 
ing said web into relatively depressed and ele 
vated areas, passing said surface of said web 
beneath a scraping member whereby the coat 
ing will be scraped to a lesser thickness on said 
elevated area and‘ of greater thickness on the 
depressed area, and dividing said web into cover 
ing units. 

3. A method of making covering units such 
as shingles comprising applying a layer of an 
asphaltic coating material to a surface of a’ web, 

_ carrying said web into contact "with a surface 
having projecting and recessed sections extend 
ing laterally of said web with said web depressed 
into said recessed sections, and simultaneously 
leveling said coating layer whereby said coating 
will be of greater thickness on the depressed 
areas of said web, partially embedding granular 
‘material in said coating, and dividing said web 
into covering units. _ 

4. A method of making covering units such as 
shingles comprising applying a layer of an 
asphaltic coating material to a surface of a web, 
applying an asphaltic coating material to a roll 
in lanes of greater and lesser thickness, passing 
said web over said roll with its under surface 
in contact with said lanes with said web de 
pressed onto said lanes of lesser thickness and 
simultaneously leveling said coating layer, par 
tially embedding granular material in said coat 
ing layer, and dividing said web into covering 
units - 

5. A methodof making covering units such 
as shingles comprising applying a layer of an 
asphaltic coating material to an upper surface 
of a web, passing said web over'a. member hav 
ing projecting and recessed sections‘in contact 
with the under surface of said web and extend 
ing‘laterally thereof. and simultaneously leveling 
said coating layer‘, partiallyembedding granular 
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8 
material in said coating layer, and dividing said 
web into covering units. 

6. A method of making covering units such 
as - shingles comprising applying an asphaltic 
coating material to the upper surface of a web. 
applying an asphaltic coating material to aroll 
in lanes of greater and lesser thickness, passing 
said web over‘ said. roll with its under surface 
in contact with said lanes whereby said coating 
material on said roll is transferred to the under 
surface of said web, leveling said coating layer 
as said web passes over said roll, scraping said 

- coating on the under surface of the web into 
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lanes of greater and lesser thickness, partially 
embedding granular material in said layer, and 
dividing said web into covering units. 

7. A method of making covering units'such 
,as shingles comprising applying to the upper 
surface of a web of a width to have severed there 
from lanes of covering units, a layer of an as 

_-pha1tic coating material, applying an asphaltic 
j material to a roll in lanes of greater and 
lesser thickness to de?ne projecting and recessed 
sections on the surface of said roll, passing said 
web over said roll with said web depressed into 
said recessed sections, and simultaneously level 
ing said coating layer whereby said coating layer 
will be of greater thickness on the depressed 
areas of said web. scraping the under surface 
of said web to divide coating deposited thereon 
by ‘said roll- into lanes of greater and lesser thick 
ness disposed oppositely to the areas of greater 
and lesser thickness of said coating layer, par 
tially embedding granular material in said coat 
ing layer,‘ and dividing said web into covering 
units.‘ 
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